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COLD OPEN

CLOSE UP: A RUNNING FAUCET in a blue bathtub.

LANE (V.O.)
The last thing you want to do is 
push yourself to the breaking 
point.

CUT TO:

CLOSE UP on LANE WALTERS, late 20's, with an upright posture 
and dark, wild eyes that mask severe exhaustion. Her mane of 
dirty hair has been whipped into a bun, split ends frenziedly 
escaping at her temples. She speaks with precision.

LANE
Because then you're no good to 
anyone. You'll just crash and burn, 
and it takes that much longer to 
rebuild. We’re always talking about 
“self care" like it's juice 
cleanses and avocado masks, but 
really it's about boundaries. So, 
what I’m saying is, let’s get this 
over with, so you can go home to 
your kids!

INT. EMERGENCY ROOM - NIGHT

REVEAL: Lane lies on a cot in a WET LUIGI COSTUME. A social 
worker JULIE, mid 40's, eyes glazed over and major Ross-
Dress-for-Less vibes, sits beside her and writes on a 
clipboard.

JULIE
I don’t have kids.

LANE
(eyeing her)

Really?

JULIE
According to the EMT's report, you 
took a mixture of pills and alcohol 
and fell asleep in the tub. That’s 
what we would classify as a 
“passive suicide attempt.”

LANE
It was Zyrtec and Cabernet. Some 
people would just call that a “fun 
shower.”
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SOCIAL WORKER
Ms. Walters --

LANE
Please, call me Lane. Ms. Walters 
was my father.

The joke falls flat.

JULIE
The law states that a case of this 
nature requires us to send you to 
an inpatient treatment facility for 
anywhere from 24 to 72 hours.

LANE
And I am well aware of that. I’m 
not sure if the nurse told you, but 
I’m actually a resident at --

JULIE
Jefferson Hospital, yes.

LANE
Correct. Specifically for --

JULIE
Neurosurgery, yes, very impressive.

LANE
Man, are you a social worker or a 
psychic?

JULIE
I see you've never been formally 
diagnosed with any sort of 
behavioral condition.

LANE
Not "formally." Wouldn’t that be 
fun though, if you got a little 
piece of paper in the mail? 
“Congrats! You’re officially 
unhinged!”

JULIE
"Unhinged" is one way to look at 
it. Some people are just more 
neurotypical than others, and those 
people need more help. 

LANE
I'm not judging. I'm just not one 
of those people.
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Julie pauses, observing her patient. 

LANE (CONT'D)
I know it's your job to do this. 
And you're doing it really well. 
But my residency starts in three 
weeks, I'm unreasonably gassy, and 
the best thing you could do for me 
right now is send me home.

Julie hesitates.

JULIE
I'll check with the psychiatrist.

LANE
Thank you.

She exits. Through the divider next to her, Lane hears a 
WOMAN'S CRYING. She peeks through the curtain and sees a 
sobbing YOUNG TEENAGER. Lane grabs a box of tissues from her 
bedside and holds it out to the young woman. The patient 
looks up, sniffles and accepts. Lane smiles and closes the 
divider, folding her hands neatly in her lap like she's 
waiting at a job interview. Julie reenters. 

JULIE
They said if you don't go 
willingly, we’re going to have to 
302 you.

LANE
That doesn't sound like a fun 
thing, but before I draw any 
conclusions --

JULIE
They'll take you by force. And it 
will go on your criminal record.

Off Lane's shocked expression --

SMASH CUT TO:

TITLE CARD: Self Care

BEGIN MONTAGE.

MUSIC: "We Run This" by Missy Elliot

SLOW MOTION:
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INT. RIVERGLENN BEHAVIORAL HOSPITAL

Lane, one shouldering a small pink backpack, struts through a 
hallway with unsettling florescent lights, flanked by two 
towering mental health technicians (MHTs).

She passes group of patients smoking cigarettes (one is 
smoking a crayon). In another room, two people pelt each 
other with Jenga blocks, a helpless MHT flailing between 
them. There's a defunct yoga class in a dingy rec room, and 
in the next, a lone teen in a ratty bathrobe with a 
paddleball. Lane's expression grows increasingly anxious.

She's escorted through through double doors that say:  
"RIVERGLENN BEHAVIORAL HOSPITAL”

END MONTAGE.

END OF COLD OPEN

ACT ONE
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INT. NURSE'S STATION - EARLY MORNING

JEROME, an MHT, late 20's, charismatic class president type, 
talks to AMANDA, mid 30's nurse, fried blonde hair, slightly 
overweight and severely over her job. She types at her desk 
and slurps down a MASSIVE ICED COFFEE. DENNY, 19, a tall male 
patient sporting a Sixers jersey, yells chaotically and 
continuously slaps the WALL PHONE out of its receiver. Other 
patients putter around. It's routine pandemonium.

JEROME
Denny, don't do that, my man! 
Amanda, can you hook up his file, 
please? I gotta get him to Kraus.

AMANDA
Patient ID?

JEROME
What, am I supposed to know 
everyone's ID by heart?? I'm a 
Superman around here, not a Clark 
Kent!

Amanda is unfazed. Lane approaches the desk. Another patient, 
WINNIE, (small, pale, looks like the chick from The Ring) 
walks by. Denny smacks the phone, hitting her shoulder.

WINNIE
What the hell?!

JEROME
Guys, guys! Break it up! Amanda, 
please? Be my hero?

He flashes a devastating smile. Amanda stares at him for a 
moment, then gives in. She waddles over to the cabinet.

JEROME (CONT'D)
Teamwork, baby!

He goes over to break up Winnie and Denny. Lane looks at the 
reception area; the pushpin wall is peppered with dusty paper 
crafts. A "Hang In There!" poster has dropped behind a 
cabinet. 

JEROME (CONT'D)
Denny! Is that a frog? Put it down! 
Where'd you get that thing??

Amanda plops back in her chair. She blankly stares at the 
computer and proceeds to slurp down the rest of her coffee.
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LANE
Hi. Is this where I "check in"?

AMANDA
Name?

LANE
Lane Walters.

AMANDA
Belongings in here, and fill these 
out.

She slaps a SMALL PLASTIC TRAY and an aggressive stack of 
papers on the counter, the first of which says "24 HOURS 
DISCHARGE."

LANE
Do I sign here?

Amanda is tuned out. Lane opens her mouth to speak, but stops 
when she spots a FRESH, RED TATTOO on Amanda's forearm: "MOM 
12.2.19." Lane signs on the DISCHARGE line, then reluctantly 
places her keys (UPenn and Totoro keychains), duct-taped 
wallet, and phone in the tray. Jerome returns to the counter.

JEROME
Hey, newbie! Why the scrunchy face? 

She examines him. He's upright, honest, safe.

LANE
Not to sound like a snob, but, I 
have a Roth IRA. I’m not sure I 
need...whatever this is.

She points to a paper craft chain. Jerome stares at her for a 
moment, then bursts into laughter. 

JEROME
Okay, Miss Fancy, I see you!

He walks away, shaking his head and cackling to himself. 

JEROME (CONT'D)
(calling down the hall)

Music time, everybody!

Amanda reaches for another full Dunkin' Donuts coffee out of 
what seems like thin air, and starts going to town.

CUT TO:
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INT. MUSIC ROOM - LATER

Lane sits in a circle of patients, each holding a different 
instrument. ALANNA, Ivy-Leaguer, full of pep and 
frighteningly young, sits upright, practically bouncing in 
her chair. 

ALANNA
Hi, everyone! For those of you who 
don’t know me, my name is Alanna. 

The group utters a halfhearted "Hi, Alanna."

ALANNA (CONT'D)
Now, we all know that the healing 
power of music is greater than any 
medicine.

Lane gives a quizzical (and unreciprocated) look around the 
room. KYLIE, early 20's Gen-Y althleisure and Fenty queen, 
rolls her eyes while JONATHAN, a lanky teen with glitter 
eyeshadow and Adidas, makes a "jerking off" gesture. 

ALANNA (CONT'D)
But before we get into the "beats," 
let's welcome some of our new 
neighbors here at River Glenn!

She nods at MARCOS, a pudgy man with a permanently wide-eyed 
expression and horribly clashing outfit.

MARCOS
Hi everybody, I’m Marcos. I'm a 
Gemini, and a shortstop.

The group says “Hi.” Marcos audibly farts. Alanna turns to 
BILL, mid 40's, trucker hat, with a heart as large as it is 
broken.

ALANNA
Okay! And you, new member?

BILL
Hey, everyone. I’m Bill. It all 
started a few months ago. I was en 
route to Santa Fe...one minute I’m 
on the I-25, next minute I’m waking 
up in the back of a fish market 
somewhere in the Dakotas wearing 
nothing but ladies’ leather 
panties-
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ALANNA
Thanks, Bill! We will be sharing in 
group later on, okay? How about our 
last new face today before we dive 
on into some tunes?

She looks at Lane with wide, expectant eyes.

LANE
I’m Lane.

No one says hi. Someone coughs.

ALANNA
Well...give us a fun fact, Lane! 
We're all going to be friends!

LANE
I won't be here for very long, so 
I'm...just Lane!

Alanna's face freezes in a painful smile.

ALANNA
Okay team, now that we’re all 
warmed up, let’s take it away with 
one of our favorites!

She counts them into the song with her tambourine -- the 
group starts singing R. Kelly’s “I Believe I Can Fly.” Lane 
looks around, horrified. 

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. DORM ROOM - LATER

Lane lies in a sparse room on a tiny twin bed, staring at the 
clock on the wall, counting down the seconds. Her eyelids 
start to close, when...

WOMAN (O.C)
(whipser)

Hey, roomie.

LANE
(sitting up)

JESUS!

YVETTE, a stout young woman with beady eyes and an oversized 
Looney Toons tshirt, sits with her head at the side of the 
bed.
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LANE (CONT'D)
Um, hi?

YVETTE
I'm Yvette. You're Lane. We're...
roomies. 

She winks. Lane sits up and rubs her eyes.

LANE
Well. I hate to break it to you but 
I'm leaving in --

YVETTE
Sixteen hours and forty-two 
minutes. I know. I got you a going 
away present. 

She unfolds a messy paper chain doll, edges all ripped.

YVETTE (CONT'D)
They don't let us have scissors. 

Lane smiles. There's something about this new little buddy. 

LANE
Thanks.

Jerome walks in.

JEROME
Fancypants! Kraus wants to see you.

YVETTE
Gasp! The Kraken!

CUT TO:

CLOSE UP: A GOLDFISH FACE. 

Lane stares. The goldfish stares back at her (maybe).

INT. DR. KRAUS'S OFFICE

REVEAL: A bare tank with a single, lonely gold fish is 
displayed in the cold office of DR. KRAUS, a severe looking, 
mid fifties, vaguely Eastern European, exact origin is 
unknown.

DR. KRAUS
You have Major Depressive disorder, 
yes?
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LANE
(indicating the goldfish)

Not as much as him. Jesus.

DR. KRAUS
You like to joke.

Lane shrugs.

DR. KRAUS (CONT'D)
You're here because of a suicide 
attempt.

LANE
I'm here because your hospital 
makes money off of me being here.  
And I'm leaving in 24 hours. 

DR. KRAUS
Are you?

Dr. Kraus looks like she’s about to descend upon her prey. 
From her file, she pulls out LANE'S DISCHARGE FORM.

DR. KRAUS (CONT'D)
Are you aware that according to 
Code 208 Section 3 of Pennsylvania 
law, inpatients with a case of your 
severity sign their own discharge 
form are subject to be 302ed, and a 
subsequent full psychiatric 
evaluation, which could take days, 
weeks? Sometimes, months?

LANE
Sorry, what?

The room goes fuzzy. Dr. Kraus bares a Brer Fox smile.

DR. KRAUS
You may not feel depressed right 
now, but rest assured, when you 
inevitably do in the coming weeks, 
we will be here to assist you...

SMASH CUT TO:

INT. NURSE'S STATION - LATER

Lane marches frantically towards the desk. Amanda chows down 
on a glazed donut.
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LANE
I need to speak to -- whoever makes 
decisions around here -- 
immediately.

AMANDA
There's no one around right now.

LANE
Listen, AMANDA. I was told when I 
came here that this would be a two 
day stay, MAXIMUM, and now you have 
Doctor Mengele locking me up --

Lane starts to unravel. Nurses and patients look over.

AMANDA
Ms. Walters, I’m going to need you 
to calm down--

LANE
Do you understand that if I don't 
get out of here in time for my 
residency -- my neurosurgery 
residency -- I could jeopardize my 
entire career? Not that you could 
possibly understand, because what 
have you ever accomplished in your 
life, besides type two diabetes??

Lane is on the verge of tears. She's furious, now mostly with 
herself. Amanda’s gaze softens.

AMANDA
Look at me. Do not cry. You yell 
and cry, and they keep you for 
longer. 

She gestures over to an MHT down the hall, who is watching 
Lane and taking notes.

AMANDA (CONT'D)
Play along. Show them you're 
getting better. Doesn’t matter if 
it's real. That’s how you’re gonna 
get out, hun.

LANE
That’s messed up.

AMANDA
It sure is.
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Amanda offers her a donut. Lane sniffles and accepts.

CUT TO:

EXT. HOSPITAL YARD - LATER

Lane sits on a bench, eating the last of her donut. Nearby, a 
group of patients attempt yoga. Through the hospital window, 
Lane sees the clock: 4:31PM. An MHT observes the group of 
patients, clipboard in hand. She brushes crumbs off her shirt 
and heads purposefully towards the yoga group.

LANE
If you move your hands up you'll 
get more of a stretch in your upper 
body. 

YOGA PATIENT
WOW.

LANE
What?

YOGA PATIENT
Your feet would be like really, 
really great for shooting heroin.

The others agree.

LANE
...thank you.

Lane proceeds to show them improvements on downward dog. From 
her upside position, she sees the MHT looking at them 
approvingly and writing on her clipboard.

END OF ACT ONE

ACT TWO

FLASHBACK:

INT. SUBURBAN HOUSE - NIGHT

A house party is in full swing. Med students in paired 
costumes (ketchup and mustard, Bonnie and Clyde, etc.) 
celebrate.
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Lane, dressed in her Luigi getup, squeezes her way in through 
the crowded hallway tailing her friend, ELEANOR, a sweet, 
mousey girl in a MARIO COSTUME. On the counter, there's a 
cake decorated like an X-ray and a homemade banner hangs on 
the wall -- "CON-MATCH-ULATIONS!" Lane grimaces.

LANE
(at the poster)

That is a rough pun.

ELEANOR
It's match week. Everyone's used up 
all their brain cells.

LANE
Who even are all these people?

ELEANOR
People you were in class with.

Two dudes dressed as BATMAN and ROBIN call Eleanor's name. 
She waves back. One haphazardly tosses a can of Yuengling to 
them. The girls duck and it smacks again the wall.

LANE
Doctors. These guys are going to be 
doctors. Cool.

ELEANOR
And so are you!

She lovingly grabs her by the arm. Lane cracks a smile.

LANE
By the skin of my teeth.

ELEANOR
NO. Nope. You're done. I'm cutting 
you off.

Lane rolls her eyes.

ELEANOR (CONT'D)
In two weeks, you're going to be a 
neurosurgeon, at Jefferson 
Hospital. Doctor Lane. 

ELEANOR (CONT'D)
Doctor Lane was your father.

LANE 
Doctor Lane was my father.

LANE (CONT'D)
Hey, maybe he is! You never know.

Batman comes over with two Yuenglings.
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BATMAN
Hey, Lane!

LANE
Hi...you!

BATMAN
I'm Jason. I know, we didn't talk 
much. You're always so focused!

He impersonates her hard focus. She feigns a laugh. 

BATMAN (CONT'D)
But I'm psyched to be in the same 
city as you!

Lane is confused.

BATMAN (CONT'D)
Johns Hopkins, right?

Eleanor winces and turns to grab something from the counter.

LANE
Jefferson.

BATMAN
...with a "J"?

LANE
"J" as in Jason, correct.

BATMAN
Oh. Well. We can be "J" buds!

He gives her a bear hug and bounces away. Lane stares daggers 
at the back of his head.

LANE
Batman. Batman got matched with 
Johns Hopkins.

ELEANOR
I don't know what to tell you. 
Except...

She raises up two disgusting looking GREEN MATCHA COCKTAILS.

ELEANOR (CONT'D)
Happy MATCHA-ing!

Lane cracks a smile as they toast and drink. As Eleanor turns 
to socialize, Lane's smile fades, anxiety creeping into her 
face.
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END FLASHBACK.

INTERCUT

INT. APARTMENT KITCHEN - DAYTIME 

MEREDITH, late fifties, Indian, artsy aunt type, putters 
around with a stack of mail. Her phone rings obnoxiously. 
Startled, she drops the mail, spilling it over the counter 
and floor. She picks up her cell.

MEREDITH
Joanne?!

INT. RIVER GLENN HOSPITAL -- HALLWAY

Lane is on the phone at the front of a line, with Denny right 
behind her. Jerome corrals patients.

LANE
(into phone)

Nope, the other one.

A loud banging noise starts up in Meredith's kitchen.

MEREDITH
Goddamnit, hold on a sec, Joanna-- 

Lane waits patiently as Meredith deals with a banging noise.

MEREDITH (CONT'D)
You know, you miss one payment and 
ConEd shuts your shit down faster 
than a cop at a sex party.

LANE
Mom, listen, I need to tell you 
something --

MEREDITH
It's Joanne, isn't it? Last I heard 
she moved in with that "boyfriend" 
of hers, who, if you ask me is way 
more committed to you know...

She gestures "drinking." Lane takes a second to catch on. In 
the background of the hallways, a couple of BIKERS are 
getting in an altercation.

LANE
You’re doing that thing again. I 
can’t see you.
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MEREDITH
Well just, if you talk to her, tell 
that little twat I don’t want to 
talk to her either --

Meredith bursts into tears.

LANE
(sympathetically)

Mom...

MEREDITH
It's all too much, Laney! First I'm 
treated like some kind of felon by 
that sister of yours, I haven't 
been able to find my glasses for 
weeks, and now I'm going to die of 
a gas leak?!? At fifty-seven!

LANE
You're fifty-eight.

MEREDITH
You know my parents lost my birth 
certificate! I could be forty for 
all we know!

Lane shakes her head. Meanwhile in the background, two taller 
MHTs break up and take away the BIKER PATIENTS.

MEREDITH (CONT'D)
I had dreams! I could have been a 
backup dancer for Kenny G!

LANE
Deep breaths. Remember what we 
talked about. Picking a mantra?

Meredith closes her eyes and breaths deeply, repeating her 
mantra:

MEREDITH
"I choose happiness. And may all my 
enemies perish in a fire."

Lane nods -- it's not perfect, but whatever works.

LANE
Okay...good! Good.

Meredith inhales another time.
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LANE (CONT'D)
And mom, your glasses are on your 
head.

Meredith finds them and smiles widley.

MEREDITH
Thanks, Laney Baney. What did you 
want to talk to me about?

LANE
Um, nothing. Just wanted to check 
in.

MEREDITH
Okay, sweetie. Love you.

LANE
Love you too.

She hangs up.

JEROME
Just the one call? That's it?

She huffily walks away from a confused Jerome. Denny picks up 
the phone and dials.

DENNY
Hi. I’d like to order a large, 
garlic crust, half green pepper, 
half mushroom --

JEROME
Denny, you can’t order pizza to the 
hospital, we’ve talked about this. 
C’mon. Hang up.

CUT TO:

INT. CAFETERIA - LATER

A buffet of re-heated fried food stretches along the counter 
-- chicken wings, fries, pizza with congealed cheese. Lane 
reluctantly selects from the buffet, then turns to scope out 
potential seat-mates.

LANE
(to herself)

You're an active participant, 
making friends, getting saner by 
the second.
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She sees an MHT, BRIANNA, young, tired, pretty, and winks at 
her. Brianna is confused.

LANE (CONT'D)
Okay, maybe less of that.

At one table, a group of burned out, biker alcoholics; at 
another a few borderline catatonic patients in PJs. She sees 
Kylie and Jonathan at a far table. She sits near them.

KYLIE
I can’t eat any of this shit.

JONATHAN
Cause of gluten, or cause you fat?

Lane's POV: COVERED UP SCARS on Kylie's neck.

KYLIE
I’m ass-fat, that’s not the same as 
fat-fat. I'm getting wings.

LANE
Oh, I think I took the last ones.

KYLIE
Sorry?

LANE
The last wings. I think they're 
out. Here, take mine.

She slides a paper tray of limp chicken tenders over. 

LANE (CONT'D)
I didn't do anything to them, I 
promise.

Kylie eyes her skeptically.

LANE (CONT'D)
Look, you can’t have gluten. I took 
the last wings, and I can eat 
sometime else. It's the logical 
thing to do.

KYLIE
What you think you're better than 
me?

LANE
What? No! I just thought --
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KYLIE
Miss "I can eat breadcrumbs without 
shitting blood all night"??

LANE
Oh my god, does that happen?

Brianna intervenes.

BRIANNA
Kylie! You starting trouble again?

KYLIE
Not till Wheat Snatch came over 
here.

BRIANNA
Take a walk. I'll bring you 
something to your room later.

They fist bump, to Lane's dismay. Brianna looks 
disapprovingly at Lane and jots a note on her clipboard. 
Kylie gets up, shooting Lane a look before stomping off. 

WOMAN (O.C)
(giggling)

"Wheat Snatch!"

Lane looks over to see, ASHLEY, young, pretty, and bubbly. 
Her pressed J-Crew outfit stands out in the sea of sweatpants 
and scrubs.

ASHLEY
That's a pretty good one, even for 
Kylie.

Ashley motions for her to scoot down; Lane does.

ASHLEY (CONT'D)
Help yourself. I got the last of 
the carrots, something that looks 
like mac and cheese, and of course, 
chicken tenders.

LANE
Sorry, that's now a trigger word 
for me.

Ashley hands her a fork.

LANE (CONT'D)
Thanks. I think you're the first 
normal person I've met here.
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ASHLEY
How do you know I'm normal?

LANE
I'm a great judge of character. 
I've prematurely ruined several 
murder mystery parties.

CUT TO:

EXT. RIVER GLENN HOSPITAL - NIGHT

INT. RECEPTION AREA - CONTINUOUS

The hospital is quiet. Amanda stacks papers into two piles: 
one is YELLOW (PRIVATE INSURANCE), and the other, 
significantly taller, is a stack of PINK PAPERS (MEDICAID). 
Jerome walks over, exhausted.

JEROME
Double tonight?

AMANDA
Nah, just here for fun.

Jerome eyes the stack of pink papers, to which Amanda adds 
another form.

JEROME
Who's getting the shaft tomorrow?

AMANDA
What are you bugging me for?

JEROME
Small bathroom is out of paper 
towels. 

AMANDA
Well, I'm not a janitor.

JEROME
I locked my keys in there.

AMANDA 
When are you gonna start doing shit 
for yourself?

She tosses him the keys.
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JEROME
When you stop making it so damn 
hard for me to talk to you.

AMANDA
What is the matter with you?

He winks and walks away. She  shakes her head, the slightest 
smile escaping the corners of her mouth.

CUT TO:

INT. REC ROOM - LATER

Lane and Amanda play Connect Four. On the other end of the 
room, Kylie and Jonathan play Jenga. Two other patients, 
LARISSA, a forty-something hippie sporting an "I'm With Her" 
T-shirt, fingers decked out with crystals, and RICHARD, 
twenties, delicate and shy, read quietly on a sofa.

LANE
I haven’t played this game since I 
was a kid.

ASHLEY
Well, when you have one, you get 
pretty good at it.

LANE
You’re a mommy?

ASHLEY
Skylar. She’s my angel.

Ashley connects four. Yvette enters and walks over to Kylie 
and Jonathan. 

YVETTE
Hi. Can I join?

KYLIE
It's more of a two person game, 
weirdo.

Lane hears this and turns around.

YVETTE
I promise I won't mess up. I'm very 
good with balance.

She stands on one foot with her arms out wide to demonstrate. 
Kylie stares her down.
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LANE
Yvette, you can come over here and 
play with us.

KYLIE
Oh, you over there on your white 
horse, Wheat Snatch?

LANE
I'm just trying to be inclusive.

KYLIE
Whatever. Couple of dykes.

YVETTE 
Hey!

With one finger, she touches the Jenga tower; it tumbles.

KYLIE
Bitch!

In one swift motion, Kylie grabs a chair and breaks the back 
of it, holding a sharp piece of wood threateningly towards 
Yvette. Lane jumps to her feet.

LANE
Gasp!

END OF ACT TWO

ACT THREE

INT. SUPPLY CLOSET

Amanda takes a massive hit of her VAPE.

INT. MEETING ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jerome stands in the middle of three patients who are weaving 
toilet paper around him like a human maypole.
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INT. SECURITY OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

A SECURITY GUARD snoozes in his chair. On the black and white 
surveillance monitor next to him, we see Lane in the rec 
room, standing between Kylie. The two are animately arguing, 
silent on the monitor.

INT. REC ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Kylie stands threateningly with a wooden shiv. The other 
patients watch intently. Lane speaks with the composure of a 
hostage negotiator.

LANE
Kylie, just take a moment.

KYLIE
If you tell me to calm down, Wheat 
Snatch, I swear to God --

LANE
I'm not telling you to calm down. 

Yvette and Ashley exchange nervous glances. 

LANE (CONT'D)
I mean, why should you be calm?
You're stuck in this ridiculous 
place. And you want to spend time 
with the one person you can 
actually stand.

Jonathan flips his hair.

INT. SECURITY OFFICE - CONTINUOUS

The security guard snorts himself awake, staring sleepily at 
the monitor before processing the situation. He grabs the 
walkie on his desk.

SECURITY GUARD
We have a 1020 in the rec room! I 
repeat, a 1020! 

CUT TO:

INT. REC ROOM - CONTINUOUS

LANE
Of course you don't want some 
stranger coming in and ruining 
everything.

(MORE)
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LANE (CONT'D)
When has someone new ever come into 
your life and made anything better?

Kylie comes closer with the chiv. Yvette moves behind Lane. 

KYLIE
Don't mess with me.

Amanda and Jerome rush into the hallway, looking panicked 
through the window of the rec room. Lane gives them the 
slightest gesture -- just wait.

LANE
I'm not messing with you. I'm not 
here because I know better than 
you, Kylie. I really don't. I'm 
trying to be around people that 
make all of this feel easier. So I 
feel less alone. Just like you. So 
don't hurt them. Please?

Kylie considers and looks at Yvette.

KYLIE
Fine. 

She puts down the shank.

KYLIE (CONT'D)
(to Yvette)

Still think you're a dyke.

Yvette tears up and storms out. Lane breathes a slow sigh of 
relief as two MHTs enter, taking hold of Kylie. She holds eye 
contact with Jerome and Amanda.  From afar, Dr. Kraus 
watches. 

BEGIN FLASHBACK.

INT. HOUSE PARTY - NIGHT

Lane, increasingly tipsy and holding a beer, wanders upstairs 
towards the bathroom door. She opens it to see a female 
STUDENT kneeled over the toilet, throwing up.

LANE
Oh, god! Sorry.

She closes the door, pauses, and then gently opens it up and 
enters, closing the door behind her.
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INT. BATHROOM - CONTINUOUS

LANE
Hey, buddy...

The girl vomits and turns to see Lane.

STUDENT
(drunkenly)

Laaaane.

Lane doesn't recognize her.

STUDENT (CONT'D)
I sat next to you in Biochemistry. 

LANE
Oh. Right.

STUDENT
You called me stupid one time.

Lane is taken aback.

LANE
I'm sorry...

STUDENT
It's okay. Maybe I was stupid. But 
it's a hard class, you know? You 
said it so mean. I felt so stupid. 
But you're nice, right now...

She plops her head on Lane's lap. Lane downs the rest of her 
beer, tearing up. The music TURNS UP.

CUT TO:

INT. LIVING ROOM

Lane moves absentmindedly through the crowd, her reality 
distorted by her own anxieties. Everywhere she looks, she's 
met with cold glances. Every noise -- a balloon popping, a 
glass breaking -- is at full volume, rattling her. The party 
moves faster and faster; people move further away from her. 
Sweat beads on her face, tears well in her eyes. 

Her breathing gets more labored, the room around her speeds 
up, grows darker, and the crowd disappears, until finally she 
is alone. She breaths a sigh of relief, finally in a moment 
of peace.
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END FLASHBACK.

CUT TO:

INT. DORM ROOM 

Lane sits on the end of Yvette's bed, who is lying flat and 
face-down.

LANE
Hey.

Yvette violently flips over.

YVETTE
Do you ever feel like there's a 
ghost inside of you?

LANE
Ghost?

YVETTE
That it’s not you, that it’s 
something else. It comes from 
somewhere else and makes you do 
things. Like a ghost.

LANE
Yeah.

YVETTE
You wanna get outta here really 
badly, huh?

LANE
I guess so.

YVETTE
Where are you going?

LANE
I'm going to go be a doctor.

Yvette processes this.

YVETTE
What body part do you want to 
study?

LANE
(smiling)

The brain.
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YVETTE
You wanna help people get their 
ghosts out?

LANE
I want to help people who are in 
pain. So yeah. Maybe.

YVETTE
(whispers)

Ghostbuster.

She sits up.

YVETTE (CONT'D)
I’m not a dyke, by the way.

LANE
Oh. I don’t care.

YVETTE
You should. Dykes are Satan's 
finger puppets.

CUT TO:

EXT. HOSPITAL - NIGHT

Denny stands waiting under the front awning in his PJ's, 
holding Foot Locker bag.

INT. HOSPITAL HALLWAY - CONTINUOUS

Lane turns a corner to find Jerome, melancholic, staring at 
Denny. He looks slightly startled to see her.

LANE
Oh. Sorry.

She turns to look at Denny.

LANE (CONT'D)
Your little buddy is going away.

JEROME
Yeah. Away. 

LANE
Isn't that a good thing? He can go 
back to his family?

Jerome snickers.
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JEROME
Sure, Fancypants, he can just go 
back to his family, in a gated 
community, where everyone is 
wearing Bermuda shorts and his 
golden retriever is baking a 
rhubarb pie--

LANE
Okay! I get it. I'm sorry.

Jerome takes a deep breath to collect himself. A TAXI rolls 
up to the awning and Denny gets in.

JEROME 
It was pretty impressive how you 
handled that whole chiv situation 
back there. 

LANE
I'm a middle child. I de-escalate.

JEROME
Don't let it go to your head, but 
you're more, well, composed, than 
most of the patients in here. We're 
understaffed, overworked. I can't 
officially say this but...maybe if 
you keep an eye out for situations 
like that, and I'll see if I can 
get you out faster.

LANE
I can try that.

JEROME
Obviously, nothing that would put 
you in danger. I don't want you 
getting stabbed with a chair on 
account of someone else.

LANE
She's my "roomie." I should have 
her back.

JEROME
And I got yours.

She nods warily -- this is new for her. He holds out his fist 
She tries to smoothly bump it, but somehow fumbles in 
awkwardly. He chuckles, and she shrugs apologetically.
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LANE
I don't know. I'm from Bethesda.

CUT TO:

INT. DORM ROOM - LATER

Ashley helps Yvette hang something above her bed. 

ASHLEY
It looks...nice!

The paper doll chain hangs crooked on the wall. All of the 
heads have been ripped off. Yvette proudly beams.

INT. NURSE'S STATION - CONTINUOUS

Amanda stacks folders on her desk. Lane walks by.

LANE
Hey, where is group therapy?

AMANDA
Down the hall to the left.

She motions to the MEETING ROOM. Through the open door, Lane 
sees Yvette and Ashley taking their seats.

LANE
Thanks. I'm about to partake, big 
time.

She shoots two finger guns at Amanda.

AMANDA
About that..

Amanda lowers her voice and reaches for a folder.

AMANDA (CONT'D)
I know you're kind of in a bind, 
but if you want to escalate your 
discharge request to the admin, it 
might help to get you out faster...

She hands the REQUEST FORM over to Lane. Lane studies her 
with a newfound respect. From down the hall, Ashley smiles 
and waves. Lane folds the form and puts it in her pocket.

LANE
Thanks. I'll take a look.
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BEGIN FLASHBACK:

EXT. RESIDENTIAL STREET - NIGHTTIME

Lane stands on the sidewalk, drunk and swaying. Eleanor comes 
out of the crowded party and spots her.

ELEANOR
Lane, what are you doing?

LANE
Mmm. Waiting for a sign.

She sees a STOP SIGN on the corner.

LANE (CONT'D)
I like that one.

ELEANOR
Enough with the pity party, dude. 
Your life is objectively amazing. 
What's the issue?

LANE
(hopelessly)

When it is going to be enough?

ELEANOR
You have proven to everyone, that 
you are good enough for this 
ridiculous life that we chose! And 
believe it or not, you can get out 
of it any time you want. You're not 
happy? You walk away.

Lane shakes her head.

LANE
I can't. 

ELEANOR
Wanna bet? You flip a double bird 
to medicine, jet off to Bali, and--

LANE
No. I can't get out of this. 

She clutches one hand to her head, squeezing her hair, 
crying. 

LANE (CONT'D)
I can't ever get away from this. 
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Eleanor is helpless. Lane starts to walk down the street.

ELEANOR
Lane!

END FLASHBACK. 

INT. MEETING ROOM 

Alanna leads the meeting. The group, including Lane, Ashley, 
and Yvette, sit with their eyes closed. Alanna exhales deeply 
and her eyes flutter open. She pauses before speaking, 
smiling sweetly.

ALANNA
You're all here for a reason. And 
that reason is not because that 
something is wrong with you.

BEGIN MONTAGE:

INT. DORM ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Jonathan comfortingly braiding Kylie's hair, decorating it 
with flowers made of toilet paper.

ALANNA (V.O)
It's because you're special. And 
maybe a little different from other 
people. 

INT. NURSE'S STATION

ALANNA (V.O.)
You perceive what others can't. 

Jerome, looking somber, punches out. Amanda passes him, 
handing him a ripped piece of paper and winks. He unfolds it 
to see a scrawled ADDRESS. He looks back fondly at Amanda.

INT. REC ROOM - CONTINUOUS

Marcus and Bill watch TV.

ALANNA (V.O.)
You feel what other people don't.

(REVEAL: It's a nature documentary about baby whales.) A tear 
rolls down Marcus's face. 
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INT. DR KRAUS'S OFFICE 

Dr. Kraus annotating two yellow forms -- one with LANE 
WALTERS, the other belonging to ASHLEY THOMPSON -- with the 
notes "behavioral risk -- strongly recommend keeping further, 
possible 302..." 

ALANNA (V.O.)
And this ability to connect and 
understand on a deep level, can be 
painful.

INT. APARTMENT - NIGHT

Denny sits on a sofa next to his PASSED OUT MOTHER in a dark, 
dingy apartment. 

ALANNA (V.O.)
You can feel alone.

The door buzzes. He gets up and opens it to see Jerome 
standing in the hallway with a pizza box. Denny lights up.

INT. DR KRAUS'S OFFICE 

On a pink form labeled YVETTE CARRERA, there is a note at the 
bottom: "patient insurance rejected, CODE 104, Discharge at 
earliest notice." 

ALANNA (V.O.)
You can feel abandoned, or 
misunderstood.

INT. MEETING ROOM - CONTINUOUS 

ALANNA
So I want you to let yourself feel 
whatever it is that you're feeling. 
Don't say you "should" or 
"shouldn't." Don't say you're " 
"not allowed." And don't tell 
yourself you're alone. This circle 
doesn't end here. It extends out of 
these walls, out of the parking 
lot, past your stay here. No matter 
what, you'll know that there is a 
group of people that understands 
you. Now, who wants to share first?

No one volunteers.
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ALANNA (CONT'D)
"Just Lane." How about you? Why are 
you here?

LANE
Well, I guess I was feeling really 
overwhelmed one night, and I got 
really sad. And they thought this 
place would be good for me?

ALANNA
Why are you here?

Lane looks down the hall, where Amanda packs up at the end of 
her shift. Ashley and Yvette wait expectantly for Lane to 
speak. 

LANE
I'm tired.

ALANNA
Of what?

LANE
Not being good enough.

ALANNA
Good enough for who?

LANE
For me.

She searches for words.

LANE (CONT'D)
I'm tired of kicking myself when 
I'm down. Telling myself to stay 
down, because I don't even deserve 
to get back up. Tired of resenting 
people who love me, because I can't 
understand why they do.

ALANNA
Do you think that maybe, "Just 
Lane" deserves more than to "just 
get by"?

Lane initially snickers at her corniness, but her smile fades 
as Alanna holds eye contact.

LANE
I hope so. 
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Alanna beams -- for the first time, Lane seems hopeful. The 
group continues to share.

MUSIC FADE IN: "Somewhere Beyond the Sea" by Bobby Darrin

BEGIN FLASHBACK.

INT. APARTMENT BATHROOM - NIGHT

Lane takes fistful after fistful of pills, chugs whiskey from 
the bottle, and slides into the bathtub, still wearing her 
Luigi costume. She sinks lower, lower, until the water 
engulfs her face.

CUT TO BLACK.

END OF SHOW


